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Here's a way to have a range of picture book stories about the ever-popular Franklin the Turtle at

your fingertips. Tie-ins from episodes of the 3D-animated television series Franklin and Friends,

these eight separate stories provide models for dealing with a variety of everyday concerns and real

problems faced by small children as they navigate the new frontiers of their lives. They help explain

how to deal with uncomfortable situations, such as the fear of speaking in front of the class (Franklin

and the Wonder), getting a nickname you don't like (Franklin, the Little Bubble) or being the only

one who still struggles with a skill that all the other children have mastered (Franklin's Ups and

Downs). Some explore handling social relationships, as when friends disagree about the best way

to make something (Franklin's Partner), a friend doesn't want to play the same game as everyone

else (Franklin's Spaceship) or when a decision must be made about which friend truly deserves to

win the prize (Franklin and the Gecko Games). And a couple offer suggestions for fun and

interesting ways to challenge yourself, such as solving a mystery with teamwork (Franklin and the

Big Small Case) or using your imagination to travel to outer space (Franklin in the Stars). Besides

being terrific read-alouds that feature familiar, appealing characters, stories about Franklin and his

animal friends are always a perfect fit for character education lessons, particularly those on

compassion, caring and kindness --- Franklin's strong suits.
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The book was ok. It's not written by the original author, and therefore has a very different writing

style. Though my daughters and I enjoyed the book, it definitely has a very different feel than the

original series. The characters remain the same but the illustrations (computer generated) are

somewhat different as well. The stories are good but not as in-depth as the original series. I would

recommend it for a slightly younger age group. The only thing that truly bothered me was Franklin

frequently saying "cool-io"-that just drove me nuts! (as well as the eye bothering 3-d panel on the

cover). Overall, they were fun stories and it's always nice to have them in a hard cover collection. I

would recommend it to others, but with the caution not to expect them to be like the originals.The

Adventures of Franklin and Friends: A Collection of 8 Stories

Beautifully illustrated. My son loves the fact that the characters on the front move as he moves the

book.

Granddaughter loves Franklon stories. She enjoys them all together in one book.

granddaughter loves it
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